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its been a big week for lip-sync news. not only did
the singer of a popular online news group in
eastern europe admit to having faked her way to
stardom, but the head of a major record label has
been accused of using a lip-sync app and then
had to deny it, which is why there was a big
“sorry” banner displayed at the bottom of the tv
news report. our condolences go out to lip-sync
victim ashlee simpson, whose video went viral and
catapulted her to fame. she probably should have
hired a pr person. as for the movie, ted is a cute
farce with a great cast, despite having some over-
the-top moments. the only problem is that it falls
down when it comes to the adult humor and
farcical situations. it wasnt as bad as that but the
highlight of the whole film for me was when ted
and his family were on a trip and the only way to
play the latest game was to get him to lip sync it.
he gave up on that game and the movie pretty
much ended with him getting his mom to lip sync
him through her song and it was a great ending
for the film. the way to detect that your sync is
out of sync is to play a small clip in your video
player with about 3 seconds of silence, and then
start the video and see if the audio is still in sync.
if it is not, there is a problem. the same applies to
the audio. you can use a software like sound forge
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to test your audio and video sync and see if they
are in sync. if they are not, there is a problem. a
software like camtasia studio is also helpful for
creating a video clip that can be sent to youtube
or any other video sharing website to show that
you are indeed using auto lip sync. you must have
a camcorder or camera to show your lip sync
videos to youtube.
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